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Build the Railroad and Run the Train Yourself!
Our free wheelchair-accessible program has been operating at the Columbia Mall on Interstate 80 in central Pennsylvania 
since May, 2009.* Hundreds of children and adults have run our model-railroad trains and operated our pushbutton 
accessories, including clients, in Pennsylvania, of the Selinsgrove Center, the Danville State Hospital, the Danville Child 
Development Center, county Mental Health and Mental Retardation agencies, and Life Skills classes. The Pennsylvania 
Health and Human Services Call Center and Helpline lists us in its statewide database for callers seeking information 
about recreational opportunities for dis-ABLED children and adults. The Ninth Annual Northeast U.S. Conference on dis-
ABILITY on October 6, 2010, has invited us to present information about the opportunities that model railroading offers 
and to run model trains on a full-sized wheelchair-accessible model-railroad layout. *We also have built our experience on 
another free public model-railroad program called Saturday Trains that we have operated since 2005.

We believe in the concept that the Northeast U.S. Conference expresses in its use of the word “dis-ABILITY”: that all 
people have abilities. Our experience has shown us that model railroading can benefi t people who have disabilities and that 
Wheelchair Engineers©* can accomplish the goals that would help a variety of individuals and groups – people who have 
birth defects, wounded war veterans, stroke victims, accident victims, and others – get those benefi ts. 
*The name Wheelchair Engineers© is copyrighted in all its forms.

Our free Wheelchair Engineers© program is seeking to help men, women and children with disabilities, and their families, 
by promoting individual growth, aspiration, self-determination, ego-support, independence, and full participation in 
community life through learning new mechanical skills, enjoying play, and focusing on model trains as an avocation and a 
venue in which an individual can develop expertise. Wheelchair Engineering© relies on and supports the capacity for the 
imagination and self-expression that help make human beings human.

Our Wheelchair Engineers© program is open all year long, on Mondays from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m., and has an eight-by-ten-foot 
wheelchair-accessible model railroad layout for children and adults, a six-by-eight-foot double-decker layout, and a separate 
fi ve-by-six-foot Thomas the Train layout for toddlers. The layouts run six electric trains altogether. Children and adults can 
make scenery, casting plaster rock formations in molds and painting them. on our website (www.wheelchairengineers.org) 
you can see photos and locator maps. The NBC affi liate WBRE-TV in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, has called Wheelchair 
Engineers© “A UNIQUE PROGRAM”! And a public television station,WVIA-TV (http://www.wvia.org) in northeastern 
Pennsylvania, recently featured our Saturday Trains program in its documentary, “Our Town: Danville.” On our website 
(www.wheelchairengineers.org) you can see photos and locator maps for our programs.  

The material you are reading is intended to create a rationale for using model electric trains to provide new kinds of 
recreation, learning, and expertise for people who don’t now have those opportunities.

The Joy and Satisfaction of Model Railroading
Model railroading is fun! Thousands of longtime practitioners – including our volunteer partners, who have been running 
model trains for decades – Meet our Train Crew (http://aaahgraphics.webs.com/wcengineertraincrew.htm) – still derive 
great joy and satisfaction from model railroading. Magazines such as O Gauge Railroading, Classic Toy Trains, and 

Section 1: Building Your Model Train Layout
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S-Gaugian show men and women, even in their retirement years, who are building and evolving new model railroad layouts 
and enjoying every minute of the experience. The international Train Collectors Association has more than 29,000 members; 
that association’s semiannual meetings in York, Pennsylvania, 25 miles south of the state’s capital in Harrisburg, draw 
throngs of model railroaders from around the world. And of all the men and women who pass through the seven huge display 
buildings on the York County Fairgrounds – each building as large as an athletic fi eld house at any major university – no two 
of them have built their model railroad layouts exactly alike. The association’s online magazine features colorful pages on 
the National Toy Train Museum and articles about model railroad topics, authored by experienced train collectors. (www.
traincollectors.org). If you think you might want to develop your expertise in model railroading by becoming a member 
of the Train Collectors Association, you can get an application on the Train Collectors website. The application requires 
endorsements by two active members of the Train Collectors Association. Our train crew will be glad to provide those 
endorsements of your application; to contact us, use the email address on our website’s contacts page. Members get all of 
the Train Collectors Association publications, which include pages of model train sales and other features. At the huge York 
shows in April and October, the association rents small three-wheeled motor scooters to help people get around the grounds. 
Membership also includes free admission to the National Toy Train Museum in Strasburg, near Lancaster, Pennsylvania.  

Working and playing with model trains can put stars in people’s eyes and smiles on their faces

In fact, anyone can create their own Wheelchair Engineers© expertise in whatever part of the country or the world they 
may live. In this WORKSHOPWORKSHOP   we have included complete “how to build” instructions, step-by-step diagrams and 
photographs, materials cost estimates, and – for public groups, educational or service institutions, and local, state or provincial 
governments –  communications complete with announcement  press releases.

You Can Build the Railroad

Dis-ABLED children and adults actively participated in building the Wheelchair Engineers© model railroad pictured here: 
Plywood boards ½-inch thick, 18 inches wide, and eight feet long form the four fl at sides of the layout, as you can see in 
the photo and diagram below, creating the surface on which the trains run. Eight wooden supports (one at each corner and 
one in the middle of each side) hold up the Wheelchair Engineers© layout so that the bottom surface of the long plywood 

boards is 31 inches above the fl oor – just the right height that the arms of a wheelchair can 
fi t comfortably under the layout.  

Plywood sheets measure four feet by eight feet. We had workers at a Home Depot store cut 
two sheets of ½ inch plywood for us. * We’re using Home Depot here as a default example; 
you may want to buy your materials from a local lumberyard or hardware store. Home 
Depot and other large building materials chains generally do not charge for sawing straight 
cuts.)

Their big electric saws zipped through the plywood sheets lengthwise. So from each of the 
two plywood sheets, we got two long plywood boards 18 inches wide and one plywood board a foot wide. We knew that 
we wanted the four eight-foot-long plywood boards to make the four sides of our layout. We then asked the Home Deport 
workers to cut square pieces out of the one-foot-wide plywood boards. So they cut across the one-foot-wide plywood boards 
at one-foot intervals, giving us 16 one-foot squares. 

Then we bought three 10-foot-
long two-by-fours at Home Depot 
and asked the workers to cut three 
29½ -inch lengths. Then, at the 
top and the bottom of each 29½ 
-inch board that the Home Depot 
workers had cut from the two-by-
fours, the dis-ABLED children 
and adults who were building our 
Wheelchair Engineers© model 
railroad screwed one square to the 
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bottom end of the 29½ -inch board and one to the top end using Black & Decker electric screwdrivers. (They had previously 
drilled two small holes in the middle of each square so the two-inch, coarse-thread drywall screws would go in easily). As 
you can see from our photos and diagrams, that created an I-shaped support with the bottom square resting on the carpet and 
the top square ready to support the eight-foot-long plywood boards on which our trains would run. 

Next we arranged the I-shaped supports into an eight-by-ten-foot rectangle: Because we would butt the ends of the 18-inch 
plywood boards together, two sides would be longer than the other two sides – making two sides 10 feet long and other two 
sides eight feet long. 

When we created the rectangle we made sure to have an overlap on the inside of each corner where the two long boards butted 
together. That is, at the corner, the end of the long plywood board on the side shared half of the square piece on the support; 
the end of the plywood board that joined the side at 90 degrees shared the other side of the square (See diagram above). This 
is much easier to do than to describe, but our diagrams and photos will show you how. The dis-ABLED children and adults 
who were building our Wheelchair Engineers© model railroad then screwed two-inch, coarse-thread drywall screws into the 
ends of the plywood boards butting together, being careful that the two screws in each end went into the support square and 
the I-leg underneath. Finally, we placed four I-shaped supports beneath the middle of the four long plywood boards that now 
made our eight-by-ten-foot model railroad layout. So, making our layout was that easy! (We had previously painted all of 
the wooden pieces white, using semi-gloss latex paint, because we wanted our display to be a snowy scene.) 

Built this way, the layout is very sturdy and very accessible to wheelchairs or even to straight chairs on which children or 
adults may want to sit as they work with their model trains. The 18-inch width of the long plywood boards that make the 
layout will let you screw down two loops of track and still have room for farms, houses and other structures. Our Wheelchair 
Engineers© layout runs two trains. Starting out, however, with your need to buy track, a locomotive, freight or passenger 
cars, and an electrical   transformer, you might want to lay down one loop of track at fi rst. We will show you below how to 
get what you need as cheaply as possible.
Laying down the track is easy!  You can fi nd plenty of O-Gauge, three-rail Lionel track in fl ea markets (see Expertise below). 4



Or you can buy several kinds of new O-Gauge track (In the photo on the 
right are 3 types of O-gauge 3-Rail track - A: 0-27 Track, B: Lionel Fastrack, 
C: MTH Realtrax) from manufacturers including Lionel, MTH (which once 
stood for Mike’s Train House), Atlas O, and GarGraves. (See price tables 
below) The next step is to fi t the interlocking sections of track together in a 
pattern that will stay comfortably within the boundaries of your eight-by-ten-
foot layout. Then, when you’ve fi t your track on your layout, take your electric 
screwdriver and carefully drive one-inch, coarse-thread drywall screws into 
the screw hole in the track – about one screw in each section of track. Be 
careful that you don’t crush the metal or plastic feet or supports into which you 
drive the screws; go slowly until the head of the screw just touches the track 
support (If you decide to use GarGraves track, which has wooden ties, you 
will need to pre-drill holes in the ties and use much smaller screws.) Model 
trains rumbling over a plywood layout can sound noisy. If you think the noise will bother you, at hobby shops you can buy 
pre-cut and inexpensive cork strips to lay under the track before you screw it down.

The last step is to connect electricity to the track, using a transformer. Electrical housepower in the U.S. is generally 110 
volts. Most electric trains operate at 18 volts or less. A transformer is a rheostat that reduces the electrical voltage down to 
very low levels, generally no greater than 18 volts. By turning a dial on the transformer you feed low-voltage electricity to a 
model train, starting the train slowly and increasing the speed smoothly. You connect two wires from the transformer to the 
track – a red wire and a white wire, for example. On an MTH transformer, the red wire connects easily to a red twist-on wire 
nut on the back of the transformer; the white wire connects to a similar black twist-on wire nut next to the red wire nut on the 
back of the transformer. If you’re using MTH RealTrax or Lionel Fastrack, each section of track has its own wire connectors 
underneath. Choose one track section near your transformer, turn it over, and be sure that you slip the bare end of the red 

wire into the connector that is under 
the middle rail of the track. Next to 
it is the connector for the white wire; 
when you slip the bare end of the 
white wire into this connector be sure 
it’s under the outside rail.  (To strip the 
plastic insulation off the wire ends, 
buy an inexpensive wire stripper at a 
hardware store. The wire stripper has 
holes labeled with the size or “gauge” 
of the wire; insert about 3/8-inch at 
the wire’s end into the 18-gauge hole, 
close the wire stripper handles – not 
too tightly! – and pull on the long 
end of the wire. That will strip 3/8-
inch of insulation off of the wire. It’s 
easy, though you may need to practice 
doing it a few times.) 

If you’re using tubular metal track, you’ll need an inexpensive Lionel connector that slips under the track: one contactor 
snaps onto the middle rail and the other to the outside rail; once it’s in place, attach the red wire from the transformer to the 
bright-metal hold-down on the clip-on next to the No. 1. The white wire goes to the other clip-on next to the No. 2.

That’s it!!!  You’ve built you own model railroad layout, and now you can run your train as much as you want! (Before 
you plug into a receptacle be sure the speed dial on the transformer is turned to OFF.) Many transformers have a button 
marked DIRECTION next to the speed dial. If you press the button, you make the train stop and change direction. On older 
transformers you may need to turn the speed dial on, then off, then on again to change direction. It’s easy, as you’ll fi nd out 
soon enough: after all, it’s your train!
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At some point later, you may want to add a fi ve-rail operating control track so that you can have a log-unloading car or some 
other operating freight car. A Lionel operating control track costs $30 new, but you can fi nd one secondhand for between $5 
and $15 (Be sure that the dual pushbuttons are attached). You take out a section of tubular metal track and replace it with the 
operating control track, which connects to the dual pushbutton controller: one button makes the log car dump its logs; the 
other lets you uncouple your freight cars, if you want. <After all, you’re the engineer. You decide for yourself. 

Now comes one of the most enjoyable parts: decorating or landscaping your evolving model railroad layout!  First, using a 
pencil (not a pen, because you can’t remove pen lines), you can draw in roads and highways. Be sure to make some of your 
roads cross the railroad tracks so you can eventually install railroad crossing gates. You can make your roads asphalt, gravel 
or dirt. Paint asphalt roads fl at black; paint dirt brown; you can buy crushed gravel for the roads in a hobby shop. You also 
can use fl at blue latex paint to color in streams and ponds. Before making your roads and other painted features permanent, 
though, put some structures next to them and see how your layout will look. Flea markets have tons of plastic structures – 
colorful stations, houses, barns, grocery stores, churches, fi rehouses, post offi ces, and anything else you might like.  You can 
have electric lights in your houses and other structures simply by using clear miniature holiday lights, as we do; a 25-bulb 
string of lights costs only $1 at Walmart. To install them, drill a hole through the platform under each structure, using a drill 
bit that is only slightly larger than the light sockets. Start at the top end of the string of lights and work toward the end that 
has the plug, and let the plug dangle under the layout until you’re ready to connect it to the housepower. Be careful not to 
bend the socket or the bulb as you slip it through the platform plywood, because one impaired socket or bulb will knock 
out all the lights. The bulbs stick up out of the platform; they may be tight or you may need to put a dab of Duco cement 
around the socket.  One of the most common brands of model railroad structures is called Plasticville. When you go out to 
look for structures, by the way, be sure the ones you buy are comparable to “O Gauge” if you’ve decided to run O Gauge 
trains on your layout, as we have. In fact, the vast majority of secondhand structures are the O Gauge size. The question 
of size (which model railroaders call “scale”) also applies to everything else you put on your layout – you don’t want cars 
and trucks to look larger than your trains. Actually, if you want big things on your layout, and you enjoy the look of it, it’s 
entirely up to you. After all, it’s your layout! That can be part of the fun. Manufacturers of O Gauge cars and trucks (also “O 
Scale”) often label their model sedans, vans and fi re trucks “1/48” or “1/50.” Diecast Direct in New Bedford, Massachusetts, 
is a dependable source, with prices as low as $6.95 for 1/43 cars and trucks, a still-acceptable size for O Gauge layouts. You 
can buy appropriately-sized trees in hobby shops, though they are expensive – or look for them at fl ea markets  (see below). 
Right-sized telephone poles and road signs are easy to fi nd. Not so easy – and expensive! – are miniature fi gures of people. 
But that’s one of the joys of the hunt. Or you can buy them new  ($$$). Many, many books with colorful photographs, and 
monthly magazines such as O Gauge Railroading, O Scale Trains, and Classic Toy Trains, and their online features, have 
wonderful ideas, plans, and tips for creating scenery. You can spend hours putting in scenic touches, as we do, or you can 
run your trains without any scenery at all. Whatever you want!

Do you want mountains and small hills on your layout? Building them is easy and fun. We do it all the time at Wheelchair 
Engineers©. Hobby stores sell rubber molds into which you pour liquid plaster of paris to make various rock formations. 
The molds cost about $6 apiece and they last forever. If you buy several variations, you can create wonderfully realistic 
rock walls and cliffs. Set the fi lled molds aside for a few days, then paint them with water-mixed acrylic washes: the rock 
formations you see in photos of our Wheelchair Engineers© layout are painted with burnt umber coloring (also raw sienna), 
and they give our mountains very realistic color. Another virtue of creating plaster of paris mountains is that, over the years, 
the plaster’s whiteness slowly leeches into the painted color, making 
the rocks look even more realistic. HOW TO MIX THE PLASTER 
AND PAINT: You don’t have to measure the plaster of paris: just pour 
about two cups of water into a disposable container; then pour a cup of 
plaster into the water and mix it with a disposable paint stirrer. When 
you’ve stirred it thoroughly, pour in another cup of plaster and stir again 
– you will see the plaster begin to thicken. You may need a third cup of 
plaster: you want the plaster to have the consistency of homogenized 
milk. Now comes the fun! Pour the mixed plaster slowly into the 
molds. In the photo (at right) we’ve fastened the molds into a wooden 
frame so the mold won’t tip when it’s full of plaster. (Don’t wash any 
plaster into the drain; it will accumulate and dry there, causing drain 
problems.) We cut the tops off two-liter plastic soda bottles: they stand 
up nicely, hold water, and you can simply dispose of them in the trash 
or recycling container. Empty tin cans work fi ne too. Again, don’t rinse them out, because the plaster will accumulate in the 
drain. Dispose of the paint stirrer after you’ve fi nished mixing all the plaster for your molds. 
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Using the painted rock formations, we’ve built mountains and railroad 
tunnels on our Wheelchair Engineers© layout. This is easy too, and 
you don’t have to do it all at one time; after all, the real mountains of 
our world weren’t made in a day! The mountains you see in our photos 
have taken us 11 months to build: we worked on them slowly, about 
two hours a week. After we decided how tall we wanted our mountain, 
we built a framework using half-inch-thick pieces of light wood. We 
screwed the pieces together using our electric screwdriver and one-
inch, coarse-thread drywall screws. It’s easier to put in the screws 
if you drill small holes in each piece of wood to start the screws. If 
you’re having a tunnel, you’ll need to leave room inside the mountain 
for the train to pass through, so measure the locomotive on the track 
and leave two inches of space all around it in the tunnel. Make your 
long pieces of half-inch-thick wood various lengths so the top of your mountain will have jagged peaks. When you’ve 
arranged these long pieces the way you want them on each side of the railroad track, connect them with shorter pieces of 
half-inch-thick wood, drilling starter holes for the screws, as before. Be sure to leave openings around the track for your 
train to enter and leave the mountain. These are called tunnel portals. Now your framework should look good and be sturdy. 
You can be proud of yourself! 

The next step is to cover the framework with mesh wire – called gutter mesh (At right in the photo above).  Home Depot and 
other stores sell metal gutter mesh in 24-inch pieces. Some hardware stores now sell plastic gutter mesh, but it isn’t good for 
mountain-building. Gutter mesh is the protection that can be put over household exterior rain gutters to keep out small twigs 
and leaves. You can bend it wonderfully into the shape of mountain peaks, and it holds its shape afterward. Screen wire isn’t 
as good. Working slowly, bend the gutter mesh over the framework and fasten it with ½-inch, coarse-thread drywall screws. 
Work carefully until you’ve covered the whole framework, and be sure to leave space at both ends of your mountain for the 
tunnel portals. 

Now comes one of the best parts – covering your mountain with plaster cloth. Anyone who’s ever had a broken arm – 
we hope not! – knows about plaster cloth. The doctor wraps the broken arm with moistened plaster cloth that forms a rigid 
cast. Model railroaders buy their plaster cloth at hobby shops (about $7 a roll), and it goes a long way. Now you need the 
tray you use when you paint with a roller. Pour some warm water into the tray – not too much! Then cut a foot-long piece 
of plaster cloth from the roll, and, holding two corners with the tips of your fi ngers, drag it slowly through the warm water 
so that it is thoroughly wet. Then, still holding the two corners with the tips of your fi ngers and stretching the plaster cloth 
tightly between them, lay the plaster cloth over part of the framework (It’s usually best to begin at the top.) From there, it’s 
repeat and repeat, until the whole framework is covered. The top surface of the plaster cloth is nubbly. As you lay down 
each piece, rub your fi ngers around and around over it; that spreads the plaster and smoothes it. It will dry in less than half 
an hour, and you’ll have a snowy mountain like ours!

You also can make very realistic evergreen trees for your mountain and elsewhere on your layout. Home Depot sells round 
green scrubber disks for professional fl oor scrubbers. They cost about $6 and make great evergreen trees. We’ve made more 
than 400 for our layout. You can sit and cut small circles out of the disks with scissors. To make an evergreen tree, cut one 
two-inch circle and a second smaller 1 ½ -inch circle from the green fl oor-scrubber disk. (Of course, you can cut two or 
three more circles from the disk if you want taller trees, just make sure that each succeeding disk is smaller than the one 
before.) You need a small triangle of green to form the top of the tree, and we generally get ours from the debris left as we 
cut the circles. Finally, arrange what you’ve cut, putting the largest circle at the bottom and piling smaller and smaller circles 
as you go up, with the triangle at the top. Then, using a hot glue gun, carefully glue the circles together to form your tree. 
Be careful! Hot glue burns like fi re. Wear work gloves. All of this evolves. It’s taken us more than four years to make our 
400 evergreen trees. Of course, you don’t need evergreen trees to run trains. But this recipe makes very realistic ones, and 
cheaply. 
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Section 2: Saving Money at Flea Markets.
New Equipment or Secondhand?
Creating a model train layout need not be expensive. Any group whose aim is to build a free public program can depend on 
the kindness and generosity of strangers; our experience in Pennsylvania has demonstrated that. We are aware, of course, that 
many model-railroad hobbyists and train collectors spend thousands and even tens of thousands of dollars on model trains 
and other collectibles for their shelves and layouts. Our thrust here is that it’s equally possible, using hardworking and very 
durable secondhand equipment, to create beautiful and exquisitely enjoyable operating layouts at relatively little cost. See the 
paragraphs and description in Section 1. And for individuals, including dis-ABLED individuals, one of the joys of creating 
a personal model-railroad layout can be the process of learning about secondhand model trains – their manufacturers, their 
brands and models, their prices and availability, the periods in which they were made – and the thrill of the hunt, especially 
in established weekend fl ea markets and on the internet. We discuss those aspects under the heading of Expertise below.

For anyone who practices it, model railroading is an evolving interest. As an example, S-Gaugian, the national magazine for 
people interested in American Flyer model trains, published on its cover, a color photo of our partner Earl’s home layout. Earl 
has collected more than 40 American Flyer locomotives. His interest in model railroading has developed over seven decades 
from the day when his father, a Pennsylvania coal miner in the 1940s, brought home an American Flyer model railroad train 
and ran it on a platform of empty dynamite boxes.

For people of any age who build and run model-railroad layouts, the evolving and developing layout offers opportunities 
to learn and practice carpentry, electricity, model-building, painting, plaster casting and other skills. Would any of that be 
a problem for dis-ABLED people? Our experience says it is not. In these instructions we are showing you how to build a 
railroad and run the trains yourself. You can see photographs of our Wheelchair Engineers© layout on which dis-ABLED 
people worked – screwing down track, building the framework for a mountain, laying on plaster cloth to create the mountain’s 
surface, casting rock formations in rubber molds, painting the plaster rocks with acrylic washes, pulling low-voltage bell 
wire, and running the trains.
 

Secondhand Transformers
Developing Expertise
Where is a dis-ABLED person’s EXPERTISE? Americans, perhaps more than other nationalities, judge their self-worth by 
their expertise. On meeting new acquaintances in social situations, as an example, one of the fi rst questions that comes up, 
invariably, is “What do you do?” Wheelchair Engineering© – model railroading in all its aspects for people who may not 
have full use of their limbs, eyes or ears – opens a door to developing and perfecting abilities that may evolve over years and 
decades, just as they do for other model railroaders who have full use of their bodies. There is no limit here. Did you know 
that model-railroaders who have fully functional limbs, eyes and ears often have helpers who create parts of their model-
railroad layouts – building scenery, painting backgrounds, wiring simple or complex electrical circuits?
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We will show here how it is possible to become expert in the cataloging, buying and selling of model-railroad trains and 
equipment – an expertise that can be as fi nancially rewarding to dis-ABLED people as it is to anyone else who has developed 
interest, studied, and invested time in model-railroad trading.

Building Your Expertise: Flea Market Hunting
Our volunteer partner, Dale, who is a longtime train collector, says, “If someone who is developing expertise about model-
railroading equipment goes to fl ea markets, as I do, they can go in and look for objects that are interesting to them: it might 
be diesel locomotives or steam engines, operating accessories, telephone poles, Plasticville structures, or miniature fi gures. 
There are vendors who will be at specifi c fl ea markets every week. In rural central Pennsylvania, within a 30-mile radius of 
my home, there are eight weekend fl ea markets where vendors regularly offer model-railroad equipment.” The same is true 
everywhere else in America and probably in other countries.

Anyone who wants to buy secondhand model railroading equipment should go to fl ea markets regularly. You should carefully 
examine the trains, accessories and other objects that a vendor wants to sell. This is a case where it’s okay to touch: pick 
up the locomotive and look at it minutely. Going to fl ea markets regularly and examining what’s for sale becomes a way 
to get to know the vendors. Make their acquaintance; buy from them; engage them in conversation so that, over time, they 
will recognize you and trust you. When you’ve met vendors in this way, tell them what you’re looking for, so that they can 
keep an eye out for what you need as they buy what they are looking for in the large batches they take from estate sales and 
auctions.

It’s important to have with you a 
published price guide that you’ve 
studied carefully. The guide 
will list the price range, general 
specifi cations, and description of 
virtually everything vendors offer. 
Model railroading price guides are 
like used automobile price guides: 
Never pay what the book lists as 
the low-end value of any item. Be 
smart. Control your desires. That 
alone distinguishes an expert from 
an amateur. Prices fl uctuate. At any 
given fl ea market, prices vary with 
supply from week to week. Several 
vendors in a fl ea market may have 
the same object on a given weekend; 
and their prices, or their inclination to 
bargain, may be different. Dale, who 
is an expert, says: “One weekend 
something you want may be worth 
this – the next weekend it maybe 
worth that.” This acquired and 
developed sense, your judgment and 
differentiation, is what collecting is 
about; and that’s true whether you’re 
collecting stamps, coins, model-
railroad equipment or anything else. 

Recognize, of course, that something you want may sell and not be at the fl ea market the next time you go there; but there is so 
much volume in the market that you can be sure you will see it again. Patience is a great virtue.

Nine chances out of ten, the vendor hasn’t paid anywhere near the price he’s asking. Vendors buy out whole collections: the 
original seller might have asked $10,000, and the vendor might have paid only $5,000 for an entire collection. So the vendor 
has a lot of leeway. Of course, the vendor wants to make the greatest possible profi t, but, Dale advises, you must be wary 
about what a piece of model-railroad equipment is worth. “It’s essential to make friends with the vendors. Sometimes you 
can get a really good deal.”  
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Of course, Dale advises, if an object 
is interesting to you and you don’t 
intend to re-sell it – if it’s something 
you intend to keep for the rest of 
your life – buy it, but be sure that you 
consult your price guide to be certain 
it’s worth the money that the vendor 
is asking.

Bargaining is fun! Going to fl ea markets 
is an outlet many people enjoy. If you 
live in a wheelchair, getting out of 
your home or apartment is recreation. 
If you can venture out with a purpose – 
to fi nd and compare model-railroading 
equipment that – as a person who 
has been continuously developing 
expertise and has judiciously decided 
to buy, you have added adventure 
and self-determination to your life. 
You will fi nd that acquiring what you 
want, at the price you have determined 
to pay, and then bringing it home 
and adding it to your model-railroad 
layout or collection can give you great 
joy and satisfaction. You have joined 
thousands and thousands of others for 
whom model-railroading has deep and 
long-lasting meaning. 

You also can buy accessories, and the 
little things that can add to a model-
railroad layout, such as trees, scenery of 
every kind, parts to repair locomotives, 
wheels for freight or passenger 
cars. As you develop expertise, 
which grows exponentially from 
week to week, you need to carefully 
examine the condition of the pieces 
you consider buying. For example, 
when Dale looks at a locomotive, 
he is careful to see if its wheels are 
chipped or if its gears are broken or 
misaligned. Does it run freely? Do its 
wheels move? In what condition is its 
body? Is a steam locomotive missing 
any of the green or red pieces of glass, 
called “jewels,” on its front? Check 
to see if a locomotive’s wiring is 
charred or burned. We bought several 
secondhand block signals cheaply for 
our Wheelchair Engineers© layout, 
only to fi nd their wiring charred. 
Our partner, Earl, who was a master 
machinist for 43 years, was able to fi x 
them. Perhaps you will enjoy learning 
to repair model trains. 10



Another issue: as you examine a piece of model-railroad equipment at a fl ea market, do you discover pieces missing? 
Among the essential books, catalogs and price guides we have listed are manufacturers’ reference books describing, and 
often picturing with diagrams, model-railroad equipment that you may fi nd on a fl ea market shelf. Once you study and 
fi nd out how model trains are built, you can go through such manufacturers’ reference books and quickly compare a model 
you’re looking at with its original specifi cations. Knowing its condition, you can make a more astute offer. It’s all part of 
bargaining, and it will give you great satisfaction. 

Secondhand model-railroad track is cheap and useful if it’s not rusted. On O-Gauge track, you need to check that the three 
insulating pads beneath each middle rail are in good condition so that they won’t let the metal track touch the metal support 
beneath it and cause a short-circuit. Model-railroad electricity has such low voltage, by the way, that we’ve never known 
anyone to be injured by it; still, a wise operator is always careful.

There are grab bags! Sometimes you may buy a box of railroad track for $5, and, beneath the track, at the bottom of the box, 
fi nd a transformer that’s in beautiful condition or model railroad pushbuttons that are worth $10 or $15 apiece. “Sometimes, 
as a model railroader,” Dale says, speaking from experience, “you fi nd gold in the bottom of the box.” That’s the joy of 
going through fl ea markets on a weekend! Go early (the way dealers do at neighborhood yard and tag sales); some buyers 
go to fl ea markets so early that they need fl ashlights to look around. And take someone with you so that he or she can dig 
through boxes on one table while you’re pawing through a box of your own. “In fact,” Dale advises, “every time you go to 
your favorite fl ea market, or to new ones, you have to dig through all the boxes.” There may be a box of toys, or magazines, 
with model train items underneath everything, at the bottom of the box. Look through everything! It’s time-consuming, but, 
after all, it’s part of your weekend adventure; it’s building your expertise, and, the harder you look, the more money you can 
make or save. In fact, Dale loves it! “It’s a beautiful hunt, to fi nd things you aren’t even looking for,” he smiles. 

Of course, as in other areas of commerce, there are sellers who won’t budge from their prices, regardless of what your price 
guide says. You need to exercise restraint; that’s part of the process of developing expertise. If you go back to the same 
dealer, after a month or so, and what you’re looking for is still there, you may then be able to negotiate a lower price. By 
consistently going to fl ea markets, week after week, experts develop a trail: they know what’s out there and how long it’s 
been out there – helping them gauge whether it’s a drag on the market that a vendor wants to be done with. 
   
What Dale seeks, mainly, is items in good or excellent condition, because he is a train collector. But if you’re starting out, 
building your expertise, things you buy needn’t be in perfect condition. “It doesn’t have to be in perfect condition, as long 
as it’s able to run,” Dale says. “And in model railroading, most things are repairable – parts, wiring, you can replace it, as 
long as it’s not too damaged.” For Dale, weekend after weekend, it’s the joy of the hunt. 

One place to begin your hunt, when you start visiting fl ea markets, is the price guides and manufacturers’ catalogs – even 
those from as far back as the 1930s or 1940s. Many vendors deal in the publications and instructions that came with 
electric trains, transformers and accessories. Reading these publications, keeping and fi ling them so you can reach them at 
a moment’s notice, can be part of your weekday life. 

Looking at the price guides and catalogs week after week, experts reach the point where they have memorized the essential 
parts. They know value. Because of increases in the cost of living over time, and decreases in the value of the dollar, 
model railroad equipment that catalogs listed in the 1970s, for instance, is generally worth more today. Dale has a steam 
locomotive with a back-up light. The manufacturer made it for only a short time; so, to collectors, it has greater value than 
otherwise similar steam engines. You will also need up-to-date price guides. It might have been that manufacturers modifi ed 
a locomotive in the 1970s in ways that guides at that time didn’t list. Later guides may list the rarity, justifying higher prices. 
Check with a model-railroading hobby shop or on the internet to buy today’s price guides.

What is the key to value? “Generally,” Dale says, “the key to value is if it’s worth it to you.” If you’re a train collector, you 
may consult your price guide and say it’s worth $300, but the vendor is asking $325. And you ask yourself, “Do I really want 
it?” If you’re a collector and it’s in excellent condition, and you really want it – you buy it. It may be a little overpriced, and 
its book value may go down, but it’s something you intend to keep. You’ll put it on your layout or on your train collector’s 
shelf, and you’ll value it.

A new price guide is a better reference point than an old guide, but you can get older guides at fl ea markets to give you 
a general idea of things: they will break down what a product looks like inside (for example, a Lionel 907 coal loader: it 
will show you what the motor looks like, how it is dismantled, how everything goes together - with diagrams showing how 11



everything is put together). You can get guidebooks like that: they will tell you how to fi x it, how to clean it. There are a lot 
of guides out there. Model railroading guides showing you how to build your layout will also have instructions showing how 
to wire it. “It’s not hard to fi gure it out,” Dale says. 
Some train collectors buy model railroad equipment in its original boxes. If you buy things in their original boxes they will 
cost you more money – but that’s part of train collecting. If you buy a lamp post, for example, and it’s still in the original 

box, it’s worth more money when you sell it. Most times, the condition of a model-
railroad product still in its box is better than one out of the box. The original wires 
are still coiled inside the box; if it’s a pushbutton accessory, the pushbutton is in the 
box. That’s a rare fi nd, but you can come across things like that. They command a 
good price, but, if that’s what you decide to collect, it’s perfect. If you fi nd things 
that don’t have their boxes, sometimes they are in excellent condition, but you have 
to be careful and examine them closely, because some dealers re-paint what they 
sell. 

“Don’t be in a rush,” Dale advises. “Pick up the piece you’re considering. Look it 
over, and look it over carefully. Look at every aspect of it – everything on it and 
inside it, if possible. Make sure it really is what you want and worth the price that the 
vendor is asking.” If it’s supposed to be in mint condition, make sure it hasn’t been 
re-painted or that parts of it haven’t been re-glued. Make sure it’s all original. “If it’s 
in mint condition and in its original box, you can tell. If it’s been re-painted, you can 
tell,” Dale points out. “Some people out there do an excellent job re-painting.” There 
are professionals who re-paint locomotives, passenger and freight cars, and other 
model-railroading products, and they do it very well. Some re-painted products look 
exactly like the original: the paint is the original color; the texture is the same. It 
looks brand new. But it has been re-painted. “It’s still worth money, but not as much 
as the original would bring.” 
             

There are clues to tell if something has been re-painted. If a model-railroad product is 50 years old, a lot of paint is cracked. 
“If it’s fresh and looks brand new,” Dale advises, “smell it.” Sometimes if the paint is fresh, you can still smell the paint 
odor. If you fi nd pieces that were put together with rivets, are they the original rivets? Has the piece of equipment been taken 
apart, re-painted, and put back together with new rivets? As an expert, you need to look for those clues.

Before leaving this section, we should really tell you more about the semiannual Train Collectors Association meetings in 
York, Pennsylvania. They are heaven on earth for anyone who wants to buy model train equipment! As you go up and down 
the aisles, you’ll see table after table of vendors, one after another – literally hundreds of tables loaded with every kind of 
model train and accessory, old and new, parts, fi gures, trees and transformers, and all of it wheelchair-accessible. What’s 
more, as at fl ea markets, you can bargain with the sellers to get the best prices, and thousands of visitors do!

12



Section 3: Model Railroad Equipment Online
Catching A Train On The Internet
Your experience at fl ea markets, of course, can help you buy model-railroad equipment on the internet. You have developed 
practical expertise, and that expertise will help you evaluate and buy model-railroad equipment from faraway dealers or 
individuals who sell on eBay, an online auction website that has been functioning since 1995. It costs nothing to register with 
eBay, and you can do so easily by searching for eBay on an internet browser such as www.google.com or www.yahoo.com 
and giving eBay your name, address, telephone number, and email address. Even without registering you can see eBay’s 
catalog (which lists and pictures thousands of model-railroad products), and even enter to be kept informed of an item’s 
suggested price while it is up for sale – all at no charge. But you must register with eBay to participate as a bidder in its 
auctions.

In its registration process, eBay also will ask you to establish a user ID and a password and will help you do so; the last step 
in your registration is “activation” where eBay will email you a short alphabetical code and ask you to activate your account 
with the code. It’s for your protection, and it’s easy! 

Once you have registered, you can buy and sell on eBay; track up to 200 items at a time; create reviews of sellers or products 
and post them to eBay’s community boards; and use My eBay to manage whatever buying and selling you do. There are lots 
of ways to buy. You can follow a tutorial on eBay’s “Getting Started” page: eBay warns about so-called “spoof” or fake emails 
that ask you to reply with personal information, such as your credit card number, Social Security number, or account password. 
Learn how to spot a spoof email and what to do about it. Check directly with eBay before you respond to any email like that. 

We also advise that before you buy a model-railroad product on eBay you should make it a practice to review the feedback 
that other eBay users have left for a seller. Learning about a seller’s trading history helps you decide whether that seller is 
someone with whom you feel secure trading. For high-performing sellers, eBay attaches a “gold seal” to its listing, along 
with the words “100% positive feedback” and a star, meaning that no buyer has complained about that seller’s quality, 
reliability or service. That’s a dependable indicator.

Carey, one of our volunteers who is also a member of the Loose Ties model railroad club in central Pennsylvania, has used 
eBay for years, buying more than 20 pieces of model-railroad equipment in its auctions. “If you see a much lower rating 
for a seller,” he advises, “that may be reason to reconsider your purchase from that seller. In fact eBay watches sellers’ 
reliability ratings closely and may discourage a seller with low reliability ratings from advertising products on its site.” You 
also can email the seller during the bidding period and ask specifi c questions about a product for sale – its condition, fl aws 
and appearance. Reliable dealers reply almost immediately. 

You may use major credit cards to pay for purchases on eBay and at other internet sites. Dealers may ask you to use PayPal, 
which is owned by eBay and allows you to make payments and money transfers safely on the internet. PayPal serves as 
an electronic alternative to checks and money orders, and, as such, is an example of a payment intermediary service that 
facilitates worldwide e-commerce (see www.wikipedia.org) When you registered on eBay you saw on its homepage a link 
that you could click to open a PayPal registration form; registering on PayPal is also free. 

On eBay most sellers have a “Buy It Now” feature asking you to pay the full listed price for a product. (On internet dealer 
sites there is usually “shopping cart” and “proceed to checkout” language that functions similarly.) Some dealers take credit 
cards.
How does buying in an eBay auction work? 

After you have registered, once you sign in to your eBay account you will see a catalog page. Look for “toys & hobbies”: 
when you open that page, you can type “model trains O gauge” in the search box. You may see a thousand products, each 
with its photograph, one after another. If you want a specifi c product, that will vastly narrow what you need to survey. If you 
type “O Gauge caboose,” instead of 1,000 products your selection might narrow to 75 cabooses. Then, scrolling down the 
list of cabooses, you will see all of the things we’ve just described: photographs of the cabooses a seller is offering, detailed 
descriptions of the products, dealer ratings, along with the current bid and the number of days and hours remaining before 
the bidding must end. Have your price guide in hand. Remember from your experience at fl ea markets, the guide will list the 
price range, general specifi cations, and descriptions of virtually everything sellers  offer. Carey advises us never to pay what 
the book lists as the low-end value of any item. Control your desires. And never buy a product on the internet without seeing 13



a picture. Often photos on eBay show the product from the bottom and the top, in and out of its original box. 

Carey describes the bidding process in an eBay online auction:
“Let’s say the caboose is $49.95 in your price guide or at a hobby shop in your town or city. On eBay the seller often lists 
a base price: for example, he or she might list a starting bid of $25. If you want that caboose, and you’re the fi rst bidder, 
the best thing to do is to open your bid at $26, a little more than the beginning bid that the seller has set. Often on eBay, the 
bidding is open around the clock for fi ve days. In those fi ve days, you don’t have to check bidding all the time; the climax 
won’t come until the last hour – perhaps not until the last minute.” 

(Here’s another situation: in a 24-hour auction, the bidding may start at midnight on the West Coast of the United States 
and end at approximately midnight 24 hours later; West Coast time is three hours behind Eastern Time in the East, making 
a late evening for you if you live in the East, but making your nightwatch easy if you live on the West Coast.) On eBay 
you can see how many hours or minutes remain until the bidding deadline. “I was bidding on a diesel engine once,” Carey 
recalls, “and I watched the bidding until it came down to the last two minutes. The bid was $65, so, at two minutes, I raised 
my bid to $70, thinking I would get the diesel engine. But in any online auction people are bidding from all over the world, 
and, even at the last moment, I lost the diesel by $1 – someone else had bid $71.” It’s possible, of course, to put in so-called 
“maximum” or “hidden” bids so that eBay knows you are willing to go to a maximum bid of a certain amount, even at the 
last moment. It’s important to have your price guide in your hand.

If you are sitting at home, this “game” and its tension can be a very exciting adventure for you. “Ebay is fun!” Carey adds. 
“There’s a lot of suspense. You look at the eBay website and see that someone else has bid $5 more than you. You reason 
that the product is still below market price, so you know you can get it for less than you might pay in a store, if you add a 
few dollars more to your bid, even considering the shipping charges.” 

But don’t be too disappointed if you’re outbid. That’s part of the game too! Tomorrow’s another day, and you can count on 
seeing the same product again on eBay!
As you develop more expertise – just as you did at fl ea markets – you may want to sell model-railroad products you have 
acquired. Check eBay’s homepage to look at that process. 

There are model-railroad sites all over the internet. Using Google or Yahoo! you can search for “model trains” or similar 
topics and fi nd hobby shops throughout the U.S. (and in other countries). You can type in “model railroading accessories” 
to get track, structures, crossing gates, signals and other model-railroading equipment. 

People familiar with internet searching, in fact, can browse to a particular hobby shop on the internet and from there reach 
the manufacturers supplying that store – such as Lionel, MTH, Weaver Quality Craft, Atlas O, or Williams by Bachman, 
for example. That speeds your search and reduces the need to continually return to Google or Yahoo! and begin new 
searches. Similarly, another aspect of the internet is YouTube where you can watch short videos of model train layouts 
or real trains on tracks throughout the world. See our Saturday Trains program on YouTube at http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=siBDRzfk4_Y.
And also open to you, online, as you build your expertise, are the internet forums of the major model railroading magazines, 
O Gauge Railroading, Classic Toy Trains, Model Railroader, S-Gaugian, and *eTrain, the cyberzine of the Train Collectors 
Association, where you can ask questions and get useful information. 

It’s the Wide, Wide World of Model Railroading
And there are still other sides of model railroading that can give you pleasure, many hours of concentrated attention, and 
even new sources of income.

 - “Kit bashing,” for example, can mean using and combining leftover parts of model-railroad structures to build 
or enlarge a structure that you may need in a specifi c place on your layout.

 - You can develop expertise as a person who works hard, and profi tably, to re-build and repair model railroad 
equipment, and there are many books and guides to making model train repairs. Servicemen with such 
expertise typically charge $40 or more an hour, and many work at home.

- You can save yourself a lot of money if you learn to paint your own miniature fi gures for your layout. You can 
buy unpainted fi gures at fl ea markets and on the internet, then use fi ne-tipped brushes and a magnifying 14



light, along with enamel or acrylic model paints to create the specifi c characters you may want for your 
layout. (Artists generally use a spray-paint product called Testors Dull Cote to take the shine off painted 
fi gures.) If you like the work, as you acquire expertise, you may be able to sell your painted fi gures to hobby 
shops or directly to model railroaders.

 - And you can acquire expertise painting mural backdrops for model-railroad layouts, and that expertise can 
become the doorway to lucrative income.

 - Another area open to you, with your hard-won expertise, is designing model railroad layouts for others. Assisted 
by your computer at home, it may be possible for you to become one of the master designers of model 
railroad layouts and track plans, with your imagination rivaling famed designers such as Frank Ellison, John 
Armstrong or John Allen – all legends in this fi eld.

You also might fi nd it interesting to mingle your hard-won model-railroading expertise with skills that can help you 
correct production kits and models of locomotives, freight and passenger cars. Knowing, from your studies, what a 
particular piece of real railroad equipment should look like, and working to correct inaccurate models, can give you 
great satisfaction, even though making those corrections may require hours of work. Here for example, is the elation 
of a longtime model railroader, fascinated for many years with a particular railroad boxcar and describing his efforts to 
correctly model it; his name is Mike Zollitsch:
 “This railroad car was fun to make. Ever since I saw it in  Railpace Magazine years ago, and had chance encounters with 
the real thing when I was out and about without a camera, I knew I wanted to model it. It just took over 10 years. A while 
ago I fi nally found a Rahway Valley car on Ebay and scarfed it up immediately. It wasn’t the most correct boxcar, but I set 
out to at least improve its looks by adding new doors and putting new decals on half the car! I also painted the roof silver, 
and repainted over half the car red after I added the doors. A thorough job on the weathering and decal applications nearly 
fi nished it off. I just needed something inside the open doors to detract from the awful-looking fl oor. How about some paper 
dunnage and big infl atable cardboard airbags? Bingo! Customers are lazy. Most don’t even close the sliding doors, much 
less take out the dunnage. I made about a half dozen airbags using a brown paper bag, with squares cut to size, along with 
a starch packing peanut, and some white glue. They turned out great – like little pillows. I hit them with a dot of GOO and 
slapped them against the wall and on the fl oor. Then I went back and added some crumpled paper bag. Voila! . . . . I’ll use it 
as an empty car bound for my Willamette paper mill at Johnsonburg.” 

That really is the Wide, Wide World of Model Railroading, and it’s completely open to you too!
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Section 4: Sample Press Releases
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